LEGEND:

1. ENTRY PLAZA
2. SECONDARY ENTRY
3. LOW FENCE W/ PILASTERS
4. ENTRY SIGNAGE
5. 8' WIDE MEANDERING WALKWAY
6. 5' WIDE MEANDERING DECOMPOSED GRANITE PATH
7. SMALL PLAZA
8. PICNIC TABLES
9. CONCRETE MOW STRIP
10. FLOATING ISLAND
11. BUTTERFLY GARDEN WITH INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE
12. NEW FILTRATION SYSTEM WITH TWO GEYSER FOUNTAINS
13. PERIMETER SHRUBS
14. LAKE EDGE BOULDER
15. TURF AREA
16. NO-MOW TURF
17. EXISTING MEMORIAL PLAQUE & TREE
18. DECOMPOSED GRANITE
19. EXISTING CREEK
20. BRIDGE
21. POND EDGE PLANTING
22. FLOWERING SHRUBS
23. LOW FOUNDATION SHRUBS
24. SHRUB MASSING
25. EXISTING MASSING
26. BACKYARD ACCESS
27. BACKLESS BENCH

Village Pond Park
Lake Forest, CA